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Transit Photometry not 
Recommended!
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Radii estimated for non-transiting exoplanets
Discovery data dithered slightly

Exoplanet Discoveries Over Time*

1st

Proposal
2nd

Proposal
3rd

Proposal
4th

Proposal
5th

Proposal

*According to https://exoplanetarchive.ipac.caltech.edu as 
of 8/29/17
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Potential PLATO 
Discovery Space

Challenge: Baseline duration of long stare campaigns is relatively short
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Figure 5.3:  Example of a large amplitude libration orbit around L2 for PLATO. The orbit shape and amplitudes 
depend on the launch date. 

5.1.3.3 Mission observation strategy 

PLATO has a flexible observing approach. Two observing strategies are reflected in the science 
requirements, long-duration observation of the same field versus shorter coverage of shorter different fields, 
or step-and-stare. These strategies complement each other and allow for a wide range of different science 
cases to be addressed. Long-duration pointings would be devoted to surveys for small planets out to the 
Habitable Zone of solar-like stars. Short pointings would be devoted to shorter-period planet detections and 
will address a number of different science cases such as galactic exploration.  

In its nominal science operations, PLATO’s current baseline observation scenario assumes a Long-duration 
Observation Phase (LOP) consisting of continuous observations of two sky fields, lasting 2 years each. An 
alternative scenario would consist of a LOP of three years and a step-and-stare phase (SOP) of one year. The 
current mission design constraints impose the centre of the LOP fields to be at least above 63 degrees or 
below -63 degrees in ecliptic latitude. The LOP fields preliminary selected are shown as blue areas in Figure 
5.4.  

 

 
Figure 5.4:  Schematic comparison of observing approaches. Red area:  the Kepler target field. Large areas: size of the 
PLATO field. A combination of short (orange) and long (blue) duration pointings is able to cover a very large part of 
the sky. Note that the final locations of long duration and step-and-stare fields will be defined two years before launch 
and are drawn here for illustration only. 

 

Although the nominal science operation duration is four years, the satellite will be built and verified for an 
in-orbit lifetime of 6.5 years, accommodating consumables for 8 years. Consequently, four years of mission 

Fields that overlap with Kepler/K2 and 
TESS offer opportunities to greatly 
extend knowledge for multiple 
transiting planet systems:
• Recover ephemerides
• Discover rocky, longer-period 

planets
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Kepler: 2308 Planets
• 1639 Host Stars; 444 Multis
• 111 systems; 220 planets with TTVs
• (195 TTVs with Tp<50 days)
K2: 141 Planets
• 104 Host Stars; 25 Multis
• 1 system; 4 planets with TTVs

Non-Kepler/K2: 1060 Planets
• 871 Host Stars; 116 Multis
• 4 systems; 9 planets with TTVs

TTVs can deliver mass estimates

Multiple Transiting Planet Systems*

*Requires long stare campaign, 
but very rewarding!
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TESS launches in March 2018

TESS will obtain 24°x 96°FFIs 
every half hour over each ~28 day 
sector

PLATO can construct light curves for 
almost every source it plans to 
observe over at least 28 days

(Likely will be able to download light 
curves from MAST created by 
somebody else)

Follow up activities for TESS are a 
good training exercise for PLATO 
follow up observers
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Stellar Variability is non-negligible

Residual Systematic Errors can 
drive up CDPP (NSR)

Detection Threshold of 7s for Kepler was 
(overly) optimistic:
• Sufficient for detection
• Insufficient for vetting in many 

instances
• SNR>10s typically yielded robust 

vetting results 
Characterization and vetting require 
higher SNR than detection

Additional Challenges

Other important stochastic noise sources: Sudden pixel 
sensitivity dropouts, thermal transients, etc.

large part to reduce the excess noise attributed to the
instrument. The fraction of variance attributed to factors
potentially under the control of software development has
dropped from 22% four years ago to 13% now. This is of
course an over-simplified view. The importance of changes for
various applications depends not only on a gross measure of
noise level, but also on detailed characteristics of residual
noise. Similarly, the intrinsic stellar noise may be amenable to
suppression for some applications. Nonetheless a consistent
picture has developed of considerable improvement in the
pipeline-calibrated data products over time.

4. USE OF LONGER TIMESCALE NOISE METRIC

CDPP was designed to capture those components of noise
and intrinsic stellar variability of greatest relevance to the
detection of low-amplitude exoplanet transits having character-
istic timescales of 3–12 hr. Such a metric need not be, and
indeed is not, an optimal one for other studies such as
determining the intrinsic variability of solar-type stars. The
CDPP metric depends on the low frequency tail of variability
resulting from stellar granulation and only the high frequency
tail of variability resulting from magnetic-activity-induced
variations. If one is interested in the stars, it would be better to
consider multiple metrics that individually capture the primary
sources of variability. The “flicker,” or root mean square
variation of stars on timescales shorter than 8 hr (Bastien
et al. 2013), has been useful for characterizing variability at
high frequencies, with resulting ability to measure stellar
gravities as improved by Kallinger et al. (2014). At longer
timescales the measure of intrinsic stellar behavior is more
difficult given the likelihood of contamination from systematics

in the Kepler data. Once a month Kepler suspended science
operations to re-point the fixed high-gain antenna toward the
Earth to telemeter accumulated data to the ground. This
resulted in thermal perturbations to the telescope and photo-
meter introducing large photometric changes compared with
the stellar variations of quiet solar-type stars. To deal with these
systematics, detrending was introduced, which very success-
fully removed many common mode variations from the
instrumental drifts but at an additional cost of suppressing true
stellar signals in some regimes and introducing uncertainty in
the final product. Given the roughly month-long rotation period
for quiet solar-type stars and the monthly cadence of
Kepler pointings, recovery of intrinsic stellar signals on
timescales of several days, which ismost useful for character-
ization of activity variations, was thus made challenging.
BWR13 have used two primary metrics to encapsulate stellar

variations on activity timescales. These are physically well
motivated and useful for characterizing stellar activity varia-
tions. Caution, however, is due in application to Kepler data
where the pipeline calibration of data may well suppress some
variations of relevance to forming these statistics. The first
diagnostic, Rvar, was introduced by Basri et al. (2011); this
“range” parameter is found by sorting all the photometric data
points in a given interval (30 days generally adopted), then
taking the difference between the 5% and 95% points (to avoid
anomalous excursions) in this distribution. The resulting
statistic will be sensitive to both short timescale excursions
(if lasting more than 5% of the time during 30 days) as might
follow from star spots, and more generally to longer timescale
variations approaching the monthly intervals adopted. Since the
Kepler systematic noise removal process (especially the latest
msMAP version) strongly suppresses noise on timescales as
short as 30 days, we consider the Rvar parameter problematic
for the interpretation of Kepler data, especially when trying to
obtain an absolute comparison of placing the Sun within the
distribution of stars assessed with Kepler. The second primary
measure of variability introduced in BWR13 is the median
differential variability MDV(tbin). The MDV measures the
variability by forming bins of length tbin, then taking the
absolute difference between adjacent bins. The MDV follows
as the median value of the time series of absolute differences.
We have chosen to focus on MDV with tbin = 8 days. Figure 8
of BWR13 compares an eight-day MDV for the Sun from Solar
and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) data (Fröhlich
et al. 1997) considering 30 day blocks over a full solar cycle
to an ensemble of bright Kepler stars for one quarter (Q9) of
data. In the comparison given in their Figure 8, a significant
fraction of the solar points have MDV values well below the
overall minimum value reached for about 1000 Kepler stars—
an implausible result suggesting that either something went
wrong with evaluating the solar or Kepler values or that the
Kepler time series have significant residuals on timescales
longer than 8 days, creating this offset.
In order to further pursue a comparison of Kepler stars with

the Sun in the eight-day MDV statistic given the surprising
result of many solar values disjoint from the extrema of 1000
Kepler stars, we have formed our own metrics. Figure 3 shows
the distribution of solar values for 30 three-month intervals of
SOHO (Fröhlich et al. 1997) data, the same set as discussed in
Paper I, and the 4529 solar-type Kepler stars with Kp < 12.5.
Differences with respect to the BWR13 study include the
following. (1) We compute eight-day blocks over 90 days (or

Figure 2. Upper panel shows the intrinsic stellar noise in ppm for the
Kp = 11.5–12.5 sample as a function of galactic latitude. Medians evaluated up
to 100 ppm are shown as “o,” while means from up to three times the median
at each degree of galactic latitude are shown as “+” symbols. Standard errors
for the means are shown. The lower panel shows a histogram of number of
stars per ppm bin. The mean and rms distribution for solar noise levels over
quarter-long intervals spanning a solar cycle are shown by the “+” and heavy
horizontal line, with the full extent of solar noise per quarter the thin line.

5

The Astronomical Journal, 150:133 (10pp), 2015 October Gilliland et al.

Gilliland et al. 2015 showed that stellar noise on 
6.5-hr timescales contributes ~20 ppm
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Fig. 10.— The distribution of 6-hour rms CDPP values with KIC stellar parameters.

Stellar Variability Across Spectral Type

Christiansen et al. 2012 PASP 124, 1279

6-
hr
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Characterizing completeness and reliability of software/people 
pipelines is extremely resource intensive 
Kepler shipped the final light curve products in April 2015
We’ve spent the remainder of the time until present adding 
artificial transits, BEBs, scrambling the data temporally, 
inverting the light curves etc., etc.

hearth: Mapping Completeness and Reliability

Mapping completeness and 
reliability and characterizing the 
candidate vetting process is 
difficult

Recommendation: Pursue 
machine learning for conducting 
or modeling the candidate vetting 
process
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CAL
Pixel level 
Calibration

PA
Photometric

Analysis

TPS
Transiting Planet

Search

PDC
Pre-search Data

Conditioning

Raw
Data

Corrected
Light Curves

Calibrated Pixels

Raw Light Curves & Centroids

DV
Data Validation

Diagnostic Metrics & Reports

Threshold Crossing Events
(TCEs)

TCERT
Threshold Crossing Event 

Review Team
+ Robovetting

Artificial Transit & BEB 
Injection Machine

Artificial Transits 
and Eclipses

Planet, or dud?
Auto-Vetting

Applying machine 
learning to candidate 

evaluation

>1,000,000 Lines of Code; 26 different Modules

Kepler’s Science Pipeline
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Inset – Stellar oscillation 
Detections before Kepler.

Main: Kepler’s 4 years of study
show the stars amplitudes

(ppm) as color coded points.
Extended study provides –
• Stellar ages and radii
• Internal differential rotation
• Convection zone depths

ages
• Rotation axis orientation
• Heliophysics-like results
…for many thousands of stars

Asteroseismology with PLATO 
should prove to be as 
revolutionary as it was for Kepler

Asteroseismology with Kepler 
H

ub
er

 2
01

6
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An RR Lyrae star

KOI-54: 
A Heartbeat Star

Pulsating Stars
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A Disintegrating Planet: KIC 12557548
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KIC 3542116: An Exocomet Candidate
Transiting Exocomets 5

Fig. 3.— Kepler SAP photometry covering 3 days around each of the three larger comet transits. The data have been cleaned via a
Gaussian processes algorithm so as to remove most of the 20-day and 1-day spot modulations, as well as other red noise (see text). The
red curves are model fits which will be discussed in Section 5.

Fig. 4.— Kepler SAP photometry covering 3 days around each of the three smaller comet transits. Other specifications are the same as
for Fig. 3. Note that the vertical (flux) scale has been expanded by a factor of 2 compared to that of Fig. 3.

TABLE 2

Parameter Dip 140 Dip 742 Dip 793 Dip 992 Dip 1176 Dip 1268

1. Depth (ppm) 491± 38 524± 58 679± 125 1200± 100 1500± 130 1900± 150

2a. v
(a)
t (R⇤/day) 7.76± 0.31 6.55± 0.73 7.42± 0.42 3.04± 0.16 4.34± 0.39 3.70± 0.20

2b. vt (km s�1) 89.8± 3.6 75.8± 8.5 85.9± 4.9 35.2± 1.8 50.2± 4.5 42.8± 2.3
3. �(b) (R⇤) 0.44± 0.04 0.53± 0.09 0.85± 0.16 0.59± 0.10 0.76± 0.11 0.72± 0.08
4. b(c) (R⇤) 0.66± 0.05 0.47± 0.18 0.63± 0.14 0.27± 0.13 0.44± 0.17 0.27± 0.14

5. t
(d)
0

139.98± 0.02 742.45± 0.02 792.78± 0.02 991.95± 0.02 1175.62± 0.02 1268.10± 0.02

Note. — a. Transverse comet speed during the transit; b. Exponential tail length from Eqn. (1); c. Impact
parameter; d. Time when the comet passes the center of the stellar disk.

the di↵erence images, analyzing potential video crosstalk
(van Cleve & Caldwell 2016), and inspecting the data
quality flags associated with these events.
To determine the location of the source of the tran-

sit signatures, we inspected the pixels downlinked with
KIC 3542116 for the quarters containing the three deep
events, namely quarters 10, 12, and 13. Since this star
is saturated and ‘bleeding’ due to its bright Kepler band
magnitude K

p

= 9.9815, the standard di↵erence image
centroiding approach as per Bryson et al. (2013) is prob-
lematic: small changes in flux can a↵ect the nature of the
bleed of the saturated charge and induce light centroid
shifts, especially along columns. Indeed, a shift in the
flux weighted centroids in the column direction does oc-
cur during the Q12 transit, but the direction of the shift
is away from KIC 3542116 and toward KIC 3542117, the
dim K

p

' 15 M-dwarf discussed in Section 3 located
⇠9.800 away from KIC 3542116. This shift is incompati-

15 Stars observed by Kepler saturate at a magnitude of ⇠11.5.

ble with the source being KIC 3542117 as the direction
is consistent with KIC 3542116 being the source. Fig-
ure 5 shows the direct images of KIC 3542116 and the
mean di↵erence image between out-of-transit data and
in-transit data, along with the locations of KIC 3542116
and KIC 3542117. Inspection of the pixel time series over
the data segments containing the transits reveals that the
transit signatures are occurring in the pixels in the core
of KIC 3542116 and at the ends of the columns where
saturation and ‘bleed’ are happening. While the loca-
tion of the source of the dips cannot be determined with
great accuracy due to the saturation and bleeding, the
fact that the transit signatures are not apparent in the
saturated pixels but are visible in the pixels just above
and below the saturated pixels is strong evidence that
the source of the transits is in fact co-located on the sky
with KIC 3542116.
As a further check on the astrophysical nature of these

events, we also checked against video crosstalk. The Ke-
pler CCD readout electronics do “talk” to one another

6 Rappaport et al.

Fig. 5.— Direct images and di↵erence images for KIC 3542116 during each of the three major transit features for each quarter in which
they occur. Top panels show the mean calibrated pixel values in the aperture masks returned by Kepler for Q10, Q12 and Q13, from left
to right. Bottom panels show the mean di↵erence between the calibrated pixels in transit-feature-wide segments on either side of each
transit, and the pixel values during each transit feature. The source of the transit features will exhibit positive values in these di↵erence
images. The colorbars indicate the pixel fluxes in units of e�/s. Note that the pixels exhibiting the strongest positive deviations in the
bottom panels occur primarily at the ends of the saturated and bleeding columns and are approximately clustered about the location of
KIC 3542116, which is marked by a red star. KIC 3542117’s location is marked by a red circle in each panel. These di↵erence images
indicate that the source of the transit features is co-located with KIC3542116 to within the resolution of the Kepler data.

so that dim images (and sometimes negative images) of
stars read out on the adjacent three CCD readout chan-
nels are electronically superimposed on the image data
being read out by the fourth CCD channel (van Cleve &
Caldwell 2016).
We looked for stars located on the Kepler detectors

which might be the source of any video cross-talk sig-
nals by inspecting the full frame images (FFIs) for the
quarters during which the three most prominent transits
occurred. There is a fairly bright, possibly saturated star
near the edge of the optimal aperture on output 3 on the
CCD on which 3542116 is imaged (it’s on output 1 in all
cases), but the crosstalk coe�cient is even smaller than
for the other two outputs, �0.00001, so that a 50% deep
eclipse on this other star would be attenuated to a value
of 5 ppm when its video ghost image is added to the di-
rect image of KIC 3542116, assuming they are the same
brightness. Furthermore, since the coe�cient is negative,
there would need to be a brightening event on the star
on output 3 to cause a transit-like dip on output 1.
Fortunately, the largest crosstalk coe�cient to the

CCD output that 3542116 finds itself on is +0.00029, so
given that the signal we are looking at is ⇠0.1%, a con-
taminating star would need to be at least 10⇥ brighter
than 3542116 to cause a problem. If there were, it would
be highly saturated and bleeding, which would make it
di�cult to square with the pixel-level analysis indicat-
ing that the source is associated with the pixels under
3542116, as the extent of the bleeding would be signifi-

cantly larger than for KIC 3542116.
We also inspected the quality flags associated with the

flux and pixel time series for KIC 3542116 and find that
the situation is nominal with flags for occasional events
such as cosmic rays and reaction wheel desaturations, but
no flags for rolling band noise during the transit events.16

Finally, we considered ‘Sudden Pixel Sensitivity
Dropouts’ (SPSDs) in the data, which are due to ra-
diation damage from cosmic ray hits on the CCD, as a
possible explanation for the dips in flux that we observe.
However, the shape and behavior of such dips do not
resemble what we see (Thompson et al. 2016b). In par-
ticular, the SPSD events have drops that are essentially
instantaneous, and therefore are much shorter than the
⇠20 and 8 long-cadence points on the ingresses that we
see in the deeper and more shallow dips, respectively.
Moreover, the location of the SPSDs on the CCD chip
would not plausibly align with the source location and
its bleed tracks for each and every one of the dips. Thus,
we also discarded this idea as well.
We take all these evaluations as strong evidence that

the dips we see are of astrophysical origin and that KIC
3542116 is indeed the source of them. However, we can-
not categorically rule out the possibility that the dips are
caused by some unknown peculiar type of stellar variabil-
ity in KIC 3542116 itself. In spite of this caveat, we
proceed under the assumption that the dips in flux are

16 See Thompson et al. (2016b) for more information about
anomalies flagged in the Kepler pixel and flux time series.
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Fig. 3.— Kepler SAP photometry covering 3 days around each of the three larger comet transits. The data have been cleaned via a
Gaussian processes algorithm so as to remove most of the 20-day and 1-day spot modulations, as well as other red noise (see text). The
red curves are model fits which will be discussed in Section 5.

Fig. 4.— Kepler SAP photometry covering 3 days around each of the three smaller comet transits. Other specifications are the same as
for Fig. 3. Note that the vertical (flux) scale has been expanded by a factor of 2 compared to that of Fig. 3.

TABLE 2

Parameter Dip 140 Dip 742 Dip 793 Dip 992 Dip 1176 Dip 1268

1. Depth (ppm) 491± 38 524± 58 679± 125 1200± 100 1500± 130 1900± 150

2a. v
(a)
t (R⇤/day) 7.76± 0.31 6.55± 0.73 7.42± 0.42 3.04± 0.16 4.34± 0.39 3.70± 0.20

2b. vt (km s�1) 89.8± 3.6 75.8± 8.5 85.9± 4.9 35.2± 1.8 50.2± 4.5 42.8± 2.3
3. �(b) (R⇤) 0.44± 0.04 0.53± 0.09 0.85± 0.16 0.59± 0.10 0.76± 0.11 0.72± 0.08
4. b(c) (R⇤) 0.66± 0.05 0.47± 0.18 0.63± 0.14 0.27± 0.13 0.44± 0.17 0.27± 0.14

5. t
(d)
0

139.98± 0.02 742.45± 0.02 792.78± 0.02 991.95± 0.02 1175.62± 0.02 1268.10± 0.02

Note. — a. Transverse comet speed during the transit; b. Exponential tail length from Eqn. (1); c. Impact
parameter; d. Time when the comet passes the center of the stellar disk.

the di↵erence images, analyzing potential video crosstalk
(van Cleve & Caldwell 2016), and inspecting the data
quality flags associated with these events.
To determine the location of the source of the tran-

sit signatures, we inspected the pixels downlinked with
KIC 3542116 for the quarters containing the three deep
events, namely quarters 10, 12, and 13. Since this star
is saturated and ‘bleeding’ due to its bright Kepler band
magnitude K

p

= 9.9815, the standard di↵erence image
centroiding approach as per Bryson et al. (2013) is prob-
lematic: small changes in flux can a↵ect the nature of the
bleed of the saturated charge and induce light centroid
shifts, especially along columns. Indeed, a shift in the
flux weighted centroids in the column direction does oc-
cur during the Q12 transit, but the direction of the shift
is away from KIC 3542116 and toward KIC 3542117, the
dim K

p

' 15 M-dwarf discussed in Section 3 located
⇠9.800 away from KIC 3542116. This shift is incompati-

15 Stars observed by Kepler saturate at a magnitude of ⇠11.5.

ble with the source being KIC 3542117 as the direction
is consistent with KIC 3542116 being the source. Fig-
ure 5 shows the direct images of KIC 3542116 and the
mean di↵erence image between out-of-transit data and
in-transit data, along with the locations of KIC 3542116
and KIC 3542117. Inspection of the pixel time series over
the data segments containing the transits reveals that the
transit signatures are occurring in the pixels in the core
of KIC 3542116 and at the ends of the columns where
saturation and ‘bleed’ are happening. While the loca-
tion of the source of the dips cannot be determined with
great accuracy due to the saturation and bleeding, the
fact that the transit signatures are not apparent in the
saturated pixels but are visible in the pixels just above
and below the saturated pixels is strong evidence that
the source of the transits is in fact co-located on the sky
with KIC 3542116.
As a further check on the astrophysical nature of these

events, we also checked against video crosstalk. The Ke-
pler CCD readout electronics do “talk” to one another

Rappaport et al. 2017, arxiv1708.06069
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Désert et al. 2011 AJS 197, 14

Kepler-17b: Stroboscopic Spots

The stellar rotation period is 
11.9 days, 8X the planet’s 
orbital period of 1.49 days
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Désert et al. 2011 AJS 197, 14

Kepler-17b: Spot Lifetime
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• Transit photometry has dominated the discovery of exoplanets in 
the past 8 years

• PLATO can extend and amplify the science results particularly of 
Kepler by re-observing the Kepler FOV to recover TTVs and 
permit identification of longer period planets by combining data 
sets and for TESS if either or both of the Webb Continuous 
Viewing Zones are observed

• PLATO can extend the discovery space for small, rocky planets 
to 1-year periods, but likely only with 3+years at a given FOV, 
due to stellar variability

• Stellar noise is an important limiting factor

• Robust determination of hearth requires significant investment in 
probing completeness and reliability of data processing pipelines 
and vetting protocols

• Expect the unexpected! And have fun.


